
ANM Sewing Center
MATERIALS AND SIZE: 
New or like-new Adult T-shirt. No religious or patriotic themes, please.

 USE:  FOR:

 Adult Small shirt  Boy (size 4-6) Small shorts

 Adult Medium shirt  Boy (size 8-10) Medium shorts

  Adult Large shirt  Boy (size 12-14) Large shorts

¾ to 1 inch Non-roll elastic cut length to: Small-20” Medium-22” Large-24”

PREPARATION AND SEWING INSTRUCTIONS:

Step 1: Lay T- shirt flat on a table in front of you with hem toward you and neck toward the opposite side of 

the table.

Step 2: Cut off both sleeves at armhole seams. These rounded cuts will become the crotch of the shorts. (SEE 

VIEW A)

Step 3: From the bottom of T-shirt, cut off: (6” for Small); (4” for Med); (3” for Lg); or you can cut off an 

amount to the desired shorts length (SEE VIEW B)

Step 4: Draw a straight line across T-shirt, just under the front neckline ribbing. Cut along this line through 

both layers of the T-shirt. (SEE VIEW C)

Step 5: Cut open each side of T-shirt from hem to underarm, which makes the two pieces used for the legs. 

With right-sides together sew or serge each leg-seam with a ¼” seam (SEE VIEW D)

Step 6: Turn one leg right-side out and tuck it inside the other leg, this will bring the right-sides of both legs 

together. Match leg-seams and curved crotch areas, then sew or serge crotch area using a ¼” seam. For add-

ed reinforcement, restitch the seam as near as possible to the first stitching. (SEE VIEW E)

Step 7: Untuck legs and bring the right sides out to form shorts. Make the casing for elastic by folding the top 

edge down 1 ½” to the inside and stitch close to the edge, leaving a 1” opening for inserting the elastic. Use 

a large safety pin for sliding elastic through. Sew ends of elastic together. Sew casing opening closed.

Please direct any questions to: bunnpys@icloud.com

CREATE T-SHIRT SHORTS
Skill Level: Intermediate
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